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Mouthwateringly soft and pillowy session
NEIPA. Double dry hopped with Ekuanot
and Mosaic giving hazy explosions of
almost creamy, fresh, ripe mango with
notes of juicy melon and tangerines.
Unfined and unfiltered for a visually thick
and perfectly pale.

Nightjar - Turbo tuk-tuk (5.2%)
Coconut, lemongrass & zest on the pallet &
nose and bursting with complex tropical
flavours. Unrefined & unfiltered. Double dry
hopped with Citra & Motueka hops and
20% wheat malt to create the perfect
cloudiness.

Tiny Rebel - Clwb Tropica
(5.5%)
A candied fruit taste is counteracted by a
little bitterness. With use of American hops
and hints of mango, pineapple, peach,
passionfruit and grapefruit.

Seven Bro7hers - Juicy IPA
(4.5%)
A hazy, hoppy, fruity IPA. Brewed with oats
and torrefied wheat for a full body with
residual sweetness then dry hopped for
tropical, stone fruit and citrus aromas.

Brewdog - Hazy Jane (5.0%)
This IPA is packed full of fruity flavour, with
notes of pineapple, mango, stone-fruit and
a hint of tangerine. Brewed with oats and
wheat and left unfiltered for a smooth juicy
hit.

Titanic Brewery - Plum Porter
(4.9%)
A well-rounded porter with fruity, sweet
notes over a backdrop of hoppy flavour.

Northern Monkey - Mollipop
(4.5%)
American pale DDH with Azacca, light and
hoppy with subtle apricot flavours.

Seven Bro7hers - Watermelon
(4.5%)
A taste of summer all year round, this
wheat beer is liberal with the fruit. A fresh
watermelon infusion with strawberry and
pineapple hop aromas bringing up the rear.
lush.

Seven Bro7hers pilsner
(5.0%)
This craft pilsner is the bomb and has been
known to convert more than a few craft
sceptics along the way. Hits. The. Spot.

CRAFT KEG

Our craft selection changes
frequently. Please check with our
friendly staff for availability.

